DUPLE! X
the wait is over

√

Have you ever needed two wall
outlets instead of just one?

√

Do you hate socket splitters
because you have never found a
good quality one?

√

Are you looking for some way to
“multiply the outlets” but in a
simple manner and keeping the
same excellent BlackNoise
quality?

√

Would you like to effectively add
one more outlet to your
MiniBlack?

√

Do you need THREE outlets on
your BlackNoise instead of just
two?

√

In addition to all this, would you
like to being able to easily
rotate the DUPLEX so not to
cover up the nearby outlets?

√

Would you maybe like to have also
the plug contacts (including the
earth pin) made in pure copper
and silver for the optimum
energy transfer and without
any quality loss?

√

Are you looking for an adaptor to
enable you to use your US
cables
with
your
Schuko
sockets but can’t find around
anything worth it?

√

Or maybe what you are looking for
is an adaptor that enables you to
have TWO US outlets plus one
multistandard on the same
BlackNoise?

The DUPLEX is sold together with
a screwdriver that it’s needed to
rotate it in vertical or horizontal
position. The enclosed instructions
clearly reports the procedure. A
couple of adhesive rubber feet are
also included with the kit to be
used jointly with the MiniBlack.

Transform a MiniBlack in a filtered, all US mains distributor, you
can with the DUPLEX!

The DUPLEX is able to increase
and to diversify the outlets of
your current BlackNoise filter!

The DUPLEX has the unique ability to
be able to rotate 90° degrees around its
Schuko plug: in this way no matter how
your wall sockets are placed, they are
always fully available!

S Y S T E M S

A N D

The DUPLEX is offered with two
multistandard sockets (that accepts
Schuko, Italian 10A and 16A and US
two poles plugs) or with two US Hospital Grade ones.
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